Jutron Vision

https://www.indiamart.com/jutronvision/

We “Jutron Vision” are exclusive distributors pan-India for 4 US-based leading ophthalmic products manufacturers : Vector Vision USA, Precision Vision USA, Goodlite USA and iAdvantec USA
About Us

Established as a **Partnership** firm in the year **2003** at **Vadodara (Gujarat, India)**, we “**Jutron Vision**” are a leading **Wholesale Trader** of a wide range of **Eye Test Machine, Vision Chart, Trial Frame**, etc. We procure these products from the most trusted and renowned vendors after stringent market analysis. Further, we offer these products at reasonable rates and deliver these within the promised time-frame. Under the headship of “**Mr. Mukul Patel**” (**Partner**), we have gained a huge clientele across the nation.

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/jutronvision/profile.html
EXAMINATION TOOLS

Universal Adult Trial Frames
Good-Lite USA

Snellen Chart

Sloan Letter Proportionally
Spaced Distance Chart

Worth 4-Dot Flashlight With
Glasses
LEA SYMBOLES

LEA Symbols Playing Cards

10m Optotypes Low Contrast Flip Chart

10m Lea Symbols Low Contrast Test

Lea Symbols 13-Line Translucent Distance Chart
Original Series Sloan Letter Vision Chart

ETDRS Illuminator Cabinet (Precision Vision) 2425

ETDRS Cabinet Replacement Lamp With Fenestrated Sleeves (Part No. 2427d)

2110 Original Series Sloan Letter Etdrs (Chart R)
STEREO TESTING

Our Product Range

- TNO Anaglyph Stereo Test
- Lang-Stereotest I
- PI Binocular Vision Dysfunction Diagnostic & Treatment System
- Gem Polarized Variable Vectograph
OCCLUDER

- Long Handle Pinhole Occluder
  Good-Lite USA

- Combination Occluder

- Red Maddox And Occluder Combination

- Red Filter And Occluder
  208000
COLOUR VISION TESTS

Laminated HRR Standard Pseudoisochromatic Test, 4th Edition

Magnetic Farnsworth D15 Color Test

Panel 16 Quantitative Color Vision Test - Single Set

Farnsworth Lantern Test
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY

Pelli-Robson Contrast Sensitivity Chart

CSV 1000 Vector Vision Contrast Sensitivity Testing Unit

Mars Letter Contrast Sensitivity Test

LEA SYMBOLS 15-LINE DISTANCE CHARTS
VISION THERAPY

Marsden Ball

Facility Rock Test Set

Vectograph Viewer

Aperture Rule Trainer Kit
LED VISION CHART

Unisys Pro LED Eye Chart

Unisys Pro LED Vision Drum

Unisys AVA With Glare Test LED Vision Drum

Unisys Plus LED Vision Chart
VISION CHART

VIC Preschool Vision Screening Flip Chart

600727 Snellen Chart 10 And 20 FT (3 And 6 M)

HOTV Proportionally Spaced Distance Chart

Sloan Letters Folding Eye Chart
PRISMS

Vergence Facility Prism

Combination Prism Bar Set

Vertical Prism Bar

Horizontal Prism Bar
PEDIATRIC SCREENING

Titmus V4 Vision Screener

Pediatric Vision Scanner

Cardiff Pediatric Acuity Test

AAPOS Vision Screening Kit
LOW VISION

Bailey Lovie Chart Set

Cardiff Pediatric Low Contrast Chart

Mnread Chart In English & Spanish
ACCOMMODATION

- RAF (Royal Air Force Rule)
- Convergence Rule
- Amsler Grid Chart Set
- Fixation Stick Timer
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Hertel Exophthalmometer
- Lea Symbols Runge Pocket Card
- Bailey Lovie Chart Set
- Vortex Polarized Variable Vectograph
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Red Maddox With 45 Degree Lines

Ishihara Color Test

CSV-2000 Vector Vision

Color Facility Rock
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Irest International Reading Speed Texts

Loose Prism Set

Small Heidi Fixation Targets

Medium Heidi Fixation Targets
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Teller Visual Acuity Cards
- ESV1200 Illuminated Cabinet
- Economy Brock String With 5 Beads
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CONTACT US

Jutron Vision
Contact Person: Mukul Patel

Office No. A-6
Vadodara - 390020, Gujarat, India

📞 +91-7971339917
🔎 https://www.indiamart.com/jutronvision/